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JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF COMPUTATION AND
COMMUNICATION POWER IN MULTI-USER

MASSIVE MIMO SYSTEMS
Xiaohu Ge, Senior Member, IEEE, Yang Sun, Hamid Gharavi, Life Fellow, IEEE, and John Thompson, Fellow, IEEE,

Abstract—With the growing interest in the deployment of
massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems and
millimeter wave technology for fifth generation (5G) wireless
systems, the computation power to the total power consumption
ratio is expected to increase rapidly due to high data traffic
processing at the baseband unit. Therefore in this paper, a
joint optimization problem of computation and communication
power is formulated for multi-user massive MIMO systems
with partially-connected structures of radio frequency (RF)
transmission systems. When the computation power is considered
for massiv MIMO systems, the results of this paper reveal that
the energy efficiency of massive MIMO systems decreases with
increasing the number of antennas and RF chains, which is
contrary with the conventional energy efficiency analysis results
of massive MIMO systems, i.e., only communication power
is considered. To optimize the energy efficiency of multi-user
massive MIMO systems, an upper bound on energy efficiency
is derived. Considering the constraints on partially-connected
structures, a suboptimal solution consisting of baseband and
RF precoding matrices is proposed to approach the upper
bound on energy efficiency of multi-user massive MIMO systems.
Furthermore, an oPtimized Hybrid precOding with computation
and commuNication powEr (PHONE) algorithm is developed to
realize the joint optimization of computation and communication
power. Simulation results indicate that the proposed algorithm
improves energy and cost efficiencies and the maximum power
saving is achieved by 76.59% for multi-user massive MIMO
systems with partially-connected structures.

Index Terms—Millimeter wave, massive MIMO, energy effi-
ciency, hybrid precoding, partially-connected structure, compu-
tation power.

I. INTRODUCTION

To meet the anticipated high volume of traffic demand for
fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems, mas-
sive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) and millimeter
wave technologies are emerging as key solutions [1], [2].
However, it is impractical to perform a fully digital precod-
ing solution, i.e., zero-forcing, for massive MIMO systems
and millimeter wave technologies due to power consumption
and space constraints in the analog front-end [3]. To reduce
communication power consumption and the number of radio
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frequency (RF) chains, a hybrid analogue/digital precoding is
proposed as a viable approach for the deployment of massive
MIMO systems with millimeter wave technology [4], [5].
Moreover, this technology is expected to have a major impact
in promoting small cells as the main cellular architecture in 5G
wireless networks. Bear in mind that, unlike traditional macro
cells, the computation power of small cells equipped with
massive MIMO systems can consume more than 40% of the
total power [6], [7]. Therefore, our main objective in this paper
is to improve the energy efficiency by jointly optimizing the
computation and communication power for multi-user massive
MIMO systems.

Generally, there exist two types of hybrid precoding so-
lutions in RF systems: the fully-connected structure and the
partially-connected structure [3]. In the former, all the an-
tennas are connected to each RF chain by phase shifters
where multiplexing between RF chains and antennas can be
achieved for massive MIMO systems [8]–[15]. For instance,
a hybrid precoding solution with fully-connected structures
using orthogonal matching pursuit that utilizes the structure of
millimeter wave channels was proposed in [8]. Based on the
simulation results, it was observed that the proposed algorithm
can approach the theoretical limit of spectral efficiency. As a
trade-off between performance and complexity, four precoding
hybrid algorithms were investigated in [9] for a single user
massive MIMO system. An algorithm based on iteratively
updating phases of phase shifters in the RF precoder was
proposed in [10]. The proposed approach aims at minimizing
the weighted sum of squared residuals between the optimal
full-baseband design and the hybrid design. To guarantee that
precoding can converge to a locally optimal solution, a hybrid
precoding algorithm was developed in [10]. In addition, a
hybrid precoding algorithm based on an adaptive channel
estimation was developed in [11]. The proposed algorithm
aims at relaxing hardware constraints on the analogue only
beamforming and achieving spectral efficiency of fully digital
solutions [11]. Considering multi-user massive MIMO sce-
narios, a hybrid precoding scheme that approaches spectral
efficiency of a traditional baseband zero-forcing (ZF) precod-
ing scheme was proposed in [12]. Furthermore, to harvest a
large array gain through phase-only RF precoding, a hybrid
block diagonalization (BD) scheme capable of approaching the
capacity of the traditional BD processing method in massive
MIMO systems was investigated in [13]. When the number of
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RF chains is less than twice the number of data streams, the
authors in [14] developed a heuristic algorithm to solve the
problem of spectral efficiency maximization for transmission
scenarios, such as a point-to-point massive MIMO system
and a multi-user multiple-input-single-output (MISO) system.
Based on the fully-connected structure, [15] developed a
hybrid precoding scheme to optimize the energy efficiency of
multi-user massive MIMO systems.

Although the fully-connected structure of a hybrid precod-
ing solution can approach the theoretical limit of spectral
efficiency for fully digital precoding systems, the partially-
connected hybrid precoding approach (i.e., every RF chain is
connected to a limited number of antennas) is more attrac-
tive for practical implementation due to low complexity and
cost [3], [16]–[22]. A comparison between fully-connected
and partially-connected structures of hybrid precoding for
massive MIMO systems with millimeter wave technology
was performed in [3], which indicates that the partially-
connected structure of a hybrid precoding solution can offer
a potential advantage of balancing cost and performance for
massive MIMO systems. Furthermore, based on a prototype
system, the advantages of a hybrid beamforming scheme in
5G cellular networks with a partially-connected structure were
demonstrated [16]. In [17] a multi-beam transmission diversity
scheme was proposed for single stream and single user case
in massive MIMO systems with partially-connected structures
[17]. To improve the transmission rate, a hybrid precoding
scheme for partially-connected structures capable of adaptively
adjusting the number of data streams was developed by [18].
This approach is based on the rank of an equivalent baseband
MIMO channel matrix and the received signal- to-noise ra-
tio (SNR). Treating the hybrid precoder design as a matrix
factorization problem, [19] proposes effective alternating min-
imization algorithms that can be used to optimize the transmis-
sion rate of massive MIMO systems with partially-connected
structures. Considering the issue of power consumption in
massive MIMO systems, energy efficiency optimization of a
hybrid precoding solution with a partially-connected structure
was studied in [20]–[22]. For instance, for multi-user massive
MIMO systems with millimeter wave technology, it was shown
that the partially-connected structure can outperform the fully-
connected structure in terms of both spectral efficiency and
energy efficiency [20]. Considering a single user massive
MIMO system, the baseband and RF precoding matrices were
optimized to improve energy efficiency of massive MIMO
systems [21]. Based on the successive interference cancellation
(SIC)-based hybrid precoding method, the authors in [22] have
shown that energy efficiency of a single user massive MIMO
system can be improved with low complexity.

It is partially-connected structure that attracts practical im-
plementation. However, researches on it are rare, especially
on energy efficiency optimization. Moreover, all the aforemen-
tioned studies which optimize energy efficiency for partially-
connected structures use simple precoding optimization meth-
ods, such as optimizing baseband and RF precoding inde-
pendently. Although the ratio of computation power to total
power has shown improvement in massive MIMO systems,
detailed investigation of the computation power model used

for massive MIMO systems has received little attention in
the open literature. In fact, these investigations simply treat
energy consumption of massive MIMO systems solely as
communication power [20]–[22].

Motivated by the above gaps, in this paper we derive a joint
optimization of computation and communication power for
multi-user massive MIMO systems with partially-connected
structures. The contributions and novelties of this paper are
summarized as follows.

1) Considering that computation power consumes more
than 40% of the total power in massive MIMO systems,
a new power consumption model that includes computa-
tion and communication power, is proposed to optimize
the energy efficiency of massive MIMO systems.

2) Considering the joint optimization of computation and
communication power, a new energy efficient optimiza-
tion model is proposed for multi-user massive MIMO
systems, which is based on partially-connected struc-
tures. The upper bound of energy efficiency is derived
for multi-user massive MIMO systems with partially-
connected structures. Then, utilizing the alternating min-
imization method, a suboptimal solution is derived for
the baseband and RF precoding matrices to optimize
energy efficiency. In contrast to the conventional energy
efficiency optimization, i.e., focusing on communication
power optimization in MIMO systems, the proposed
energy efficiency suboptimal solution can jointly im-
prove computation and communication power in massive
MIMO systems.

3) Previous studies reveal that the energy efficiency of
massive MIMO systems improves by increasing the
numbers of antennas and RF chains when only the
communication power is considered. However, our sim-
ulation results indicate that the energy efficiency of
massive MIMO systems decreases with an increasing
number of antennas and RF chains when computation
and communication powers are considered. Moreover,
simulation results show that the proposed algorithm for
partially-connected structures outperforms that of fully-
connected structures in energy and cost efficiency of
multi-user massive MIMO systems. For example, when
RF chains number is fixed at 14, the maximum power
saving is achieved at 76.59% and 38.38% for multi-user
massive MIMO communication systems with partially-
connected and fully-connected structures, respectively.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the system model of multi-user massive
MIMO systems. In Section III, the energy and cost efficiencies
are formulated for multi-user massive MIMO systems by
adopting partially-connected structures. Section IV presents
the proposed hybrid precoding optimization solution for multi-
user massive MIMO systems based on partially-connected
structures. Simulation results and analysis are presented in
Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Although the fully-connected structure of massive MIMO
RF systems can easily approach the spectral efficiency limit for
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Fig. 1. Multi-user massive MIMO communication systems.

multi-user massive MIMO systems, the cost and complexity
of massive MIMO RF systems are becoming a major issue
for their future deployment. To reduce cost and simplify
complexity of massive MIMO RF systems, the partially-
connected structure, where each RF chain corresponds to
multiple phase shifters and antennas as shown in Fig. 1, is a
promising solution for industrial applications. In this paper, we
jointly optimize the computation and communication power of
massive MIMO RF systems to reduce the cost and complexity
of multi-user massive MIMO systems with the partially-
connected structure.

A. Wireless Transmission Model

A multi-user massive MIMO communication system with
the partially-connected or fully-connected structures is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. As can be observed the transmitter in the
massive MIMO communication system includes: a baseband
unit with K input data streams, NRF RF chains, and NT ≥
100 antennas. Considering the partially-connected structure,
one RF chain is connected with NT

NRF
phase shifters and NT

NRF

antennas in such a way that antennas connected to each RF
chain do not overlap. The receivers are configured as K active
user equipment (UEs), each with a single antenna. In this
paper we focus on the downlink of multi-user massive MIMO
communication systems.

The received signal at the kth UE is expressed by

yk = hH
k BRFBBBx+ wk. (1)

In the above, x = [x1, ..., xk, ..., xK ]
H is the signal vector

transmitted from the transmitter to K UEs, where xk is
assumed to be independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and a variance of 1,
hk is the downlink channel vector between the BS and the kth
UE, and wk is the noise received by the kth UE. Moreover, all
noise samples in the UE are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and variance of σ2

n. The BBB ∈ CNRF×K

is the baseband precoding matrix, where the kth column of
BBB is denoted as bBB,k which is the baseband precoding

vector for the kth UE. The BRF ∈ CNT×NRF is the RF
precoding matrix, which is realized by NT phase shifters. For
the partially-connected structure, every RF chain is equipped
with an antenna sub-array as shown in Fig. 1. In this case,
the RF precoding matrix BRF is a block diagonal matrix,
i.e., BRF = diag{m1, ...,mi, . . . ,mNRF} , where mi is the
ith block matrix which corresponds to the precoding matrix
between the ith RF chain and the connected NT

NRF
antennas,

mi is a NT

NRF
× 1 complex vector and the amplitude of vector

element is fixed as 1. When the bandwidth of the kth UE is
configured as W , considering interference caused by sidelobe
beam, the available rate of the kth UE is expressed by

Rk =W log2

1 +
hH
k BRFbBB,kb

H
BB,kB

H
RFhk

K∑
i=1,i ̸=k

hH
k BRFbBB,ibH

BB,iB
H
RFhk + σ2

n

 ,

(2)
where superscript H is the conjugate transposition operation
on the matrix.

When the transmissions of all UEs are considered, the avail-
able sum rate of multi-user massive MIMO communication
system is expressed by

Rsum =

K∑
k=1

Rk. (3)

To support massive wireless traffic in 5G wireless commu-
nication systems, millimeter wave technology is adopted for
multi-user massive MIMO communication systems. Based on
the propagation characteristic of millimeter wave in wireless
communications, a geometry-based stochastic model (GBSM)
is used to describe the millimeter wave channel of multi-user
massive MIMO communication systems [23]–[25]

hk =

√
NTεk
Nray

Nray∑
i=1

ρkiu (θi, ϑi), (4)

where Nray is the number of the multi-paths between the
transmitter and K UEs, εk is the path loss between the
transmitter and the kth UE, ρki is the complex gain of the
kth UE over the ith multi-path, θi and ϑi are the azimuth
and elevation angle of the ith multi-path over the antenna
array at the transmitter, respectively. The u (θi, ϑi) is the
response vector of transmitter antenna array with the azimuth
θi and elevation angle ϑi. By assuming a uniform planar
antenna array for the sake of simplicity, the response vector
of transmitter antenna array with the azimuth θi and elevation
angle ϑi is expressed as [26]

u (θi, ϑi) =
1√
NT

[1, ..., exp j 2πλ d(msin (θi) sin (ϑi)+

ncos (ϑi)), ..., exp j (NT − 1) 2π
λ d((M− 1) sin (θi) sin (ϑi)

+ (N − 1) cos (ϑi))]
T,

(5)
where d is the distance between adjacent antennas, λ is the

carrier wavelength, M and N are the number of rows and
columns of the transmitter antenna array, respectively. m and
n represent the mth and nth antenna corresponding to the
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transmitter antenna array (0 ≤ m < M, 0 ≤ n < N), and T
is the transposition operation over the vector.

B. Power Model
Since the massive traffic data needs to be computed at the

baseband unit and RF transmission systems, the computation
power cannot be ignored for multi-user massive MIMO com-
munication systems. Based on results in [27]–[29], we express
the total power at the transmitter as

Ptotal = Pcommun + PCMPT + Pfix, (6)

where Pcommun is the communication power, PCMPT is the
computation power and Pfix is the fixed power at the transmit-
ter of multi-user massive MIMO communication systems. In
general, the fixed power Pfix includes the cooling power, losses
incurred by direct-current to direct-current (DC-DC) power
supply and the mains power supply.

The communication power of multi-user massive MIMO
communication systems is consumed by the power amplifiers
(PAs) and RF chains, which is extended by

Pcommun = PPA + PRF, (7)

where PPA is the power consumed by PAs and is calculated
by

PPA =
1

α

K∑
k=1

∥BRFbBB,k∥2F, (8)

where α is the efficiency factor of PAs,∥∥F represent the
Frobenius-norm. The power consumed at RF chains is ex-
pressed by [30]

PRF = NRFPone RF, (9)

where Pone RF is the power consumed of an RF chain. Sub-
stitute (8) and (9) into (7), the communication power of multi-
user massive MIMO communication systems is expressed by

Pcommun =
1

α

K∑
k=1

∥BRFbBB,k∥2 +NRFPone RF. (10)

The computation power of multi-user massive MIMO commu-
nication systems is consumed by wireless channel estimation,
channel coding, linear processing at the baseband units and RF
transmission systems, and processing to derive the precoding
matrix, which is expressed by [26]

PCMPT = PCE + PCD + PLP + Pcomplex, (11)

where PCE is the power consumed by wireless channel estima-
tion, PCD is the power consumed by channel coding and PLP

is the power consumed by linear processing at baseband units
and RF transmission systems, Pcomplex is the power consumed
by our proposed algorithm to generate the precoding matrix.

To avoid explicit estimation of the channel, in this pa-
per, channel estimation is done by beam training. For sim-
plicity, the estimation power is obtained as a product of
the number of subcarriers (N ) times the number of paths
of each subcarrier (Nray), times the estimated power of a
subcarrier in a single path. For the latter term, the chan-
nel is assumed to be frequency -flat and can be expressed

as κ2 2
γ

(
(κ2−1)logκN

δ − 2
) logκN∑

s=1

1
GBS(s)

[11], where κ is the

number of BS precoding vectors used in each training stage.
N is the number of discrete points taken from the angle of
departure (AOD) quantization, γ is the average channel SNR,
δ is the probability of estimation error. GBS(s) = NTC

2
s is the

beamforming gain at stage s, Cs is a normalization constant.
So the channel estimation power for OFDM systems is derived
as

PCE = KNrayκ
2 2

γ

(
(κ2 − 1)logκN

δ
− 2

) logκN∑
s=1

1

GBS(s)
.

(12)

Without loss of generality, the power of channel coding is
assumed to be proportional to the available sum rate of a multi-
user massive MIMO communication system [26]. Therefore,
the power of channel coding is expressed by

PCD = PCOD

K∑
k=1

Rk, (13)

where PCOD is the efficiency factor of channel coding, i.e.,
measured in Watt per bit per second.

We assume that the power of linear processing in multi-
user massive MIMO communication systems is limited to the
power consumed for precoding at both baseband units and RF
transmission systems. Under these conditions, the power of
linear processing can be extended as

PLP = PLP BB + PLP RF, (14)

where PLP BB is the power consumed for the precoding at
the baseband units and PLP RF is the power consumed for
the precoding within the RF transmission systems. Regardless
of the Channel State Information (CSI) or precoding algo-
rithm, the former, which is caused by the product of the
signal vector times precoding matrix, can be expressed as:
PLP BB = φνPCD

LTR
, where φ is the number of floating-point

computations in one baseband precoding operation, νPCD is
the number of baseband precodings per second, and LTR is
the computation efficiency of the transmitter. In this paper
one baseband precoding operation is assumed to handle K
symbols. Moreover, one symbol is configured to contain ℓ bits.
To satisfy the available sum rate Rsum at the transmitter, then
the number of baseband precoding operations per second is
expressed as νPCD = Rsum

Kℓ . At the baseband unit, φ can be
calculated by φ = 2NRFK [31]. Based on (2), the power of
linear processing is calculated by

PLP BB =
2

K∑
k=1

RkNRF

ℓLTR
=

2NRF

ℓLTR

K∑
k=1

W log2

1 +
hH

k BRFbBB,kb
H
BB,kB

H
RFhk

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

hH
k BRFbBB,ibH

BB,iB
H
RFhk+σ2

n

 .

(15)

Since the precoding of RF transmission system is performed
by phase shifters, its power consumption is calculated by

PLP RF = NshifterPshifter, (16)
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where Nshifter is the number of phase shifters and Pshifter is
the power of a phase shifter. Substitute (15) and (16) into (14),
the power of linear processing is calculated by

PLP =

2
K∑

k=1

RkNRF

ℓLTR
+NTPshifter. (17)

The power to run the precoding algorithm can be calculated
by

Pcomplex =
ΘCcmplx

LTR
, (18)

where Θ denotes the complexity of the proposed algorithm,
LTR denotes the transmitter efficiency and Ccmplx denotes a
constant factor.

Substitute (12), (14), (17) and (18) into (11), and the com-
putation power of multi-user massive MIMO communication
systems is derived by

PCMPT = PCOD

K∑
k=1

Rk +
2

K∑
k=1

RkNRF

ℓLTR
+NTPshifter

+
ΘCcmplx

LTR
+KNrayκ

2 2
γ

(
(κ2−1)logκN

δ − 2
) logκN∑

s=1

1
GBS(s)

.

(19)
Furthermore, substituting (19) and (10) into (6), the total

power of the transmitter is given by

Ptotal =
1
α

K∑
k=1

∥BRFbBB,k∥2 +NRFPone RF

+KNrayκ
2 2
γ

(
(κ2−1)logκN

δ − 2
) logκN∑

s=1

1
GBS(s)

+ PCOD

K∑
k=1

Rk +
2

K∑
k=1

RkNRF

ℓLTR

+NTPshifter +
ΘCcmplx

LTR
+ Pfix

.

(20)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Energy Efficiency

Considering computation and communication power con-
sumption, next we focus on optimizing the energy efficiency
of multi-user massive MIMO communication systems for
partially-connected structures by optimizing the hybrid pre-
coding matrices of baseband and RF systems. This optimiza-
tion problem is formed by

maximize
BRF∈CNT×NRF , BBB∈CNRF×K

ηEE = Rsum

Ptotal
,

s.t. BRF = diag{m1, ...,mNRF},
∥BRFBBB∥2F ≤ Pmax,

(21)

where ηEE is the energy efficiency, and Pmax is the maximum
transmission power. ∥BRFBBB∥2F
≤ Pmax is the maximum transmission power constraint.
Since RF precoding is performed by phase shifters, only the
signal phases change. For the partially-connected structure of
RF transmission systems, the element amplitude of complex
vector: mi is fixed as 1. We should point out that when (3)
and (20) are substituted into (21), the optimization problem of
energy efficiency is a non-concave optimization problem.

B. Cost Efficiency

Energy efficiency is an important indicator for service
providers. For telecommunication equipment providers, the
cost efficiency is another important indicator impacting their
design strategies. To evaluate the benefits of the partially-
connected structure in RF transmission systems, the cost
efficiency of the multi-user massive MIMO communication
systems is defined by

ηcost =
Rsum

Ctotal
, (22)

where Ctotal is the total cost, which is comprised of power
consumption cost: Cpower and the hardware cost: Chardware in
communication systems. Without loss of generality, the total
cost is calculated by

Ctotal = Chardware + Cpower, (23)

Cpower = βpowerPtotal, (24)

Chardware = βTNT+βshifterNshifter+βRFNRF+βBB, (25)

where βpower is the power rate, βT is the cost coefficient per
antenna, βshifter is the cost coefficient per phase shifter, βRF is
the cost coefficient per RF chain and βBB is the cost efficient
per baseband unit.

IV. HYBRID PRECODING DESIGN FOR THE
PARTIALLY-CONNECTED STRUCTURE

Taking into consideration the complexity and non-concave
properties of the optimization problem in (21), it is difficult to
directly solve the baseband and RF precoding matrices. There-
fore, we first derive the upper bound on the energy efficiency
and then propose a suboptimal solution with joint optimized
baseband and RF precoding matrices that can approach the
upper bound.

A. Upper Bound of Energy Efficiency

To derive the upper bound of energy efficiency, the con-
straints of energy efficiency optimization in (21) are relaxed.
Moreover, to simplify derivations, the product of the baseband
precoding matrix BBB and the RF precoding matrix BRF is
replaced by the fully-digital precoding matrix: B ∈ CNT×K ,
i.e., B = BRFBBB, where the kth column of B is denoted
as bk which is the baseband precoding vector for the kth UE.

Theorem 1 (Upper bound of energy efficiency): When the
joint precoding matrix B is a stationary matrix and the value
of B satisfies the following result:

ϕϕϕ−1
k ψψψkbk − bk = 0, k = 1, 2...K, (26)

with

ϕϕϕk = 2
α

K∑
i=1

R̄iINTx+

2
ln 2PW

K∑
i=1,i ̸=k

(
hH

i bib
H
i hi

(δi)
2+δihH

i bibH
i hi

· hih
H
i )

, (27)
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ψψψk = {P · [ 4
ln 2W

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

(
hH

i bib
H
i hi

(δi)
2+δihH

i bibH
i hi

· hih
H
i )+

2
ln 2

Whkh
H
k

K∑
j=1

hH
k bjbH

j hk+σ2
n

] +
K∑
i=1

R̄i · (PCOD + 2NRF

ℓLTR
)·

[ 2
ln 2

Whkh
H
k

K∑
j=1

hH
k bjbH

j hk+σ2
n

−

2
ln 2W

K∑
j=1,j ̸=k

(
hH

j bjb
H
j hj

(δj)
2+δjhH

j bjbH
j hj

· hjh
H
j )]}

,

(28)

δi =
K∑

j=1,j ̸=i

hH
i bjb

H
j hi + σ2

n, (29)

the upper bound of energy efficiency is achieved for multi-user
massive MIMO communication systems.

Proof: When the product of the baseband precoding matrix
BBB and the RF precoding matrix BRF is replaced by the
joint precoding matrix B ∈ CNT×K , a relaxed optimization
problem is formulated as follows;

maximize
B∈CNT×K

ηEE =
Rsum

Ptotal

, (30)

with

Rsum =
K∑

k=1

W log2

1 +
hH
k bkb

H
k hk

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

hH
k bibH

i hk + σ2
n

 ,

(31)
Ptotal =

1
α∥B∥2 +NTPshifter +NRFPone RF

+KNrayκ
2 2
γ

(
(κ2−1)logκN

δ − 2
) logκN∑

s=1

1
GBS(s)

+ PCOD

K∑
k=1

W log2

1 +
hH

k bkb
H
k hk

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

hH
k bibH

i hk+σ2
n


+ 2NRF

ℓLTR

K∑
k=1

W log2

1 +
hH

k bkb
H
k hk

K∑
i=1,i̸=k

hH
k bibH

i hk+σ2
n


+

ΘCcmplx

LTR
+ Pfix.

(32)
Based on differential calculus, the solution of the partial

derivative of η̄EE is zero if the value of η̄EE is an extremum.
Therefore, the partial derivative of η̄EE is expressed as

∇η̄EE(B) = [(η̄EE)b1(B), (η̄EE)b2(B), ..., (η̄EE)bK
(B)] ,

(33)
with

(η̄EE)bK
(B) =

ψkbk − ϕkbk

P
2 , k = 1, 2...K. (34)

Let ∇η̄EE(B) = 0, then (26), (27), (28) and (29) can be
derived.

When the value of B satisfies (26), the value of η̄EE is
a an extremum point. Denoting superscript (i) as the ith

iteration, since ϕϕϕ(i)k is a Hermitian symmetric positive matrix,
ϕϕϕ
(i)
k can be extended as ϕϕϕ(i)k = ZZH , where Z is a symmetric

positive definite matrix. If X =
[
ϕϕϕ
(i)
k

]−1

ψψψ
(i)
k b

(i)
k , we have the

following result:[
(η̄EE)b(i)

k

(B(i))
]H (

X− b
(i)
k

)
=

2
P̄ 2

[
b
(i)
k

]H(
Z−1ψψψ

(i)
k −ψψψ

(i)
k

)H (
Z−1ψψψ

(i)
k −ψψψ

(i)
k

)
b
(i)
k .

(35)
Since the right expression of (35) can be formulat-

ed as ATA, the left expression of (35) is a Her-
mitian symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. Hence,
(η̄EE)b(i)

k

(B(i))H
(
X− b

(i)
k

)
≥ 0 is satisfied for all values of

b
(i)
k . By starting from any b

(i)
k and moving to X, η̄EE(B

(i))
is a non-decreasing function. When a fully-digital precoding
matrix is configured as a stationary point, the result of [32]
proves that the energy efficiency optimization function of
MIMO systems can be converged to an upper bound. When
the fully-digital precoding matrix b is assumed as a station-
ary point(based on the result of [32]), the upper bounds of
η̄EE(B

(i)) can be computed. Consequently, η̄EE(B
(i)) is a

convergent function and the upper bound of energy efficiency
is achieved for multi-user massive MIMO communication
systems.

Algorithm 1 is developed to obtain the optimized fully-
digital precoding matrix Bopt.

B. Hybrid Precoding Matrix Design

When the product of hybrid precoding matrices BRFBBB

approaches to the optimized fully-digital precoding matrix
Bopt, the energy efficiency ηEE will approach the upper
bound of energy efficiency in multi-user massive MIMO
communication systems. Therefore, the optimized baseband
and RF precoding matrices, i.e., Bopt

BB and Bopt
RF can be solved

by minimizing the Euclidean distance between BRFBBB and
Bopt [9], [20], [25], which is formulated by

minimize
BRF∈CNT×NRF , BBB∈CNRF×K

∥Bopt −BRFBBB∥F,

s.t. BRF = diag {m1, ...,mNRF} ,
∥BRFBBB∥2F ≤ Pmax.

(36)

To solve the optimized baseband and RF precoding ma-
trices, an alternating minimization method is adopted in this
paper [19], [33], [34]. Based on the principle of alternating
minimization and without loss of generality, we first fix the
RF precoding matrix BRF and derive a solution of baseband
matrix BBB. In this case, (36) is transferred as

minimize
BBB∈CNRF×K

∥Bopt −BRFBBB∥F,

s.t. ∥BRFBBB∥2F ≤ Pmax.
(37)

Based on the result in [19], (37) is a nonconvex quadratically
constrained quadratic program (QCQP). Let xc = vec(BBB),
bopt
c = vec(Bopt) and ζc = IK ⊗ BRF, where xc, bopt

c and
ζc are complex vectors, and vec() denotes vectorization. To
transfer (37) into a real QCQP, let t2 = 1 and
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Algorithm 1 Upper bound of hybrid precoding design.
Input: K,NT, NRF

Output: Bopt

i = 0, initialize B(0) with random complex value

repeat
compute ϕϕϕ(i)k ,ψψψ

(i)
k , k = 1...K based on (27)(28)(29)

for µ = 0 : ϖ : 1 // µ is the step length, ϖ is the step length interval.

for k = 1 : K

temp b
(i+1)(µ)
k = µ

[
ϕϕϕ
(i)
k

]−1 [
ψψψ

(i)
k b

(i)(µ)
k

]
+ (1− µ)b

(i)(µ)
k

end for k
end for µ
use temp b

(i+1)(µ)
k as the kth column to form matrix temp B(i+1)(µ)

find the highest ηEE

(
temp B(i+1)(µ)

)
and let B(i+1) = temp B(i+1)(µ)

i = i+ 1;

until∥∥B(i+1) −B(i)
∥∥
F
≤ ε1, // ε1 is the stopping criterion

Bopt = B(i+1)

x =

 real(xc)
imag(xc)
t

 , (38)

bopt =

[
real(bopt

c )
imag(bopt

c )

]
, (39)

ζ =

[
real(ζc)
imag(ζc)

]
. (40)

As a consequence, (37) becomes a real QCQP as follows

minimize
x∈Rn

xHTx,

s.t. x(n)
2 = 1,

xHΓΓΓ1x ≤ PmaxNRF

NT
,

(41)

with

T =

[
ζHζ −ζHbopt

−boptHζ boptHbopt

]
,

n = 2KNRF + 1,

where x(n) denotes the nth value of x.

Considering xHTx = Tr(xxH) and let X = xxH, (41) is
simplified as

minimize Tr
X∈Rn×n

(TX),

s.t. Tr(ΓΓΓ2X) = 1,
Tr(ΓΓΓ1X) ≤ PmaxNRF

NT
,

X ≥ 0,
rank(X) = 1,

(42)

with
ΓΓΓ1 =

[
In−1 0
0 0

]
,

ΓΓΓ2 =

[
0n−1 0
0 1

]
.

Except for the constraint condition rank(X) = 1, the
objective function and other constraint conditions in (42) are
convex. To obtain an approximate solution of (42), we first
relax the constraint condition rank(X) = 1 [35]. Thus, (42)
is transferred into a semidefinite relaxation program (SDR) as
follows

minimize Tr
X∈Rn×n

(TX),

s.t. Tr(ΓΓΓ2X) = 1,
Tr(ΓΓΓ1X) ≤ PmaxNRF

NT
,

X ≥ 0.

(43)

When a standard convex algorithm, such as the interior point
algorithm [36] is performed for (43), an optimized solution
Xopt is solved. Since the constraint condition: rank(X) = 1
is removed in (43), the solution of (43), i.e., Tr(TXopt) is the
lower bound of (42).

If Xopt does not satisfy the constraint condition: rank(X) =
1, Xopt can not be decomposed as the product of two vectors,
i.e., xxH. Consequently, the baseband matrix: BBB cannot be
solved from Xopt. To solve this issue, the approximate method
in [36], [37] is adopted to obtain the vector x. Firstly, Xopt

is decomposed as Xopt = U
∑∑∑

UH , where every column of
U is the eigenvector of Xopt.

∑∑∑
is a diagonal matrix and

its diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of Xopt. Secondly, let
x = U

∑∑∑ 1
2v, where v is a random vector and each element is

a complex circularly symmetric uncorrelated Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance of 1. Therefore, a series
of approximate solutions with E[xxH ] =Xopt are obtained. To
simplify the calculation, we select the random vector x which
satisfies ∥BRFBBB∥2F ≤ Pmax. Based on the selected vector
x, an approximate solution of (37), i.e., the corresponding
baseband precoding matrix, is obtained.
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Since the RF precoding matrix only changes the signal
phase but not the signal amplitude, the power constraint, i.e.,
∥BRFBBB∥2F ≤ Pmax can be ignored in our calculations. In
this case, (36) is transferred as

minimize
BRF∈NT×NRF

∥Bopt −BRFBBB∥F,

s.t. BRF = diag{m1, ...,mNRF}.
(44)

BRFBBB can be regarded as the ith column of BRF

phasing on the ith row of BBB and then the sum of all results,
i.e.,

BRFBBB =
[
bRF(:,1), ...,bRF(:,NRF)

]  bBB(1,:)

...
bBB(NRF,:)


=

NRF∑
i=1

bRF(:,i)bBB(i,:)

.

(45)
Moreover, we assume that the value range of the element in

the ith column of BRF to be continuous. Thus, the following
result is derived

minimize
BRF∈CNT×NRF

∥Bopt −BRFBBB∥F
⇔ phase(Bopt) = phase(BRFBBB)

, (46)

where phase(Bopt) is the operation to get phase of each
element of matrix Bopt. So

phase(BRF(i,j)
) = phase(Bopt

(i,:)BBB
H
(j,:))

, 1 ≤ i ≤ NT, j =
⌈
i · NRF

NT

⌉ , (47)

where ⌈⌉ denotes rounding up to an integer.
Based on (37) and (44), an iteration algorithm of the

alternating minimization method is developed by Algorithm
2.

Considering the multi-user massive MIMO communication
system with partially-connected structure, an optimized
hybrid precoding algorithm to approach the upper bound of
the energy efficiency is developed by the oPtimal Hybrid
precOding with computation and commuNication powEr
(PHONE) algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Baseband and RF precoding matrices.
Input: Bopt

Output: Bopt
BB , Bopt

RF

i = 0, initialize BRF
(i) with random phases

repeat

i = i+ 1

fix BRF
(i−1), calculate BBB

(i)

fix BBB
(i), calculate BRF

(i)

until∥∥∥Bopt −BRF
(i)BBB

(i)
∥∥∥
F
< ε2

// ε2 is the stopping criterion

Bopt
BB = BBB

(i), Bopt
RF = BRF

(i)

Algorithm 3 oPtimized Hybrid precOding with computation
and commuNication powEr (PHONE).
Input: K,NT, NRF

Output: Bopt
BB , Bopt

RF

compute Bopt based on Algorithm1
compute Bopt

BB and Bopt
RF based on Algorithm2

Based on the computational complexity of matrix calcula-
tion and the iterative algorithms in [35] and [38], the computa-
tion complexity of Algorithm 1 is estimated as O(K2+N3

Tx)
floating point operations (flops); the computation complexity
of Algorithm 2 is estimated as O(K3.5) flops; Combining
Algorithms 1 and 2, the computational complexity of the
PHONE algorithm, i.e. Θ is estimated as O(N3

Tx + K3.5)
flops.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

TABLE I
DEFAULT VALUES OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value Parameters Value
τ 1 W 200 kHz

LTR 12.8× 109 flops/Watt Pone RF 12900 mWatt
α 0.38 βT 188

Nray 20 βshifter 1800
Pnoise -174 dBm/Hz βRF 7800
Pfix 1 Watt βBB 6800
Pmax 33 dBm βpower 0.9
PCOD 0.1× 10−9 Watt/bit/second Ccmplx 1
Pshifter 88 mWatt κ 2

N 64 δ 0.1
K 5

Energy efficiency optimization solutions with respect to
the number of transmission antennas, RF chains, and users
are simulated for multi-user massive MIMO communication
systems in this section. Without loss of generality, the number
of active UEs is configured as 5 and the number of RF
chains as 5. Other default values of simulation parameters are
listed in Table I. To analyze the proposed PHONE algorithm
with a partially-connected structure, the orthogonal match-
ing pursuit (OMP) algorithm [8] with fully-connected and
partially-connected structures are simulated for performance
comparisons of multi-user massive MIMO communication
systems.

Fig. 2 illustrates the computation and communication power
with respect to the number of transmission antennas for fully-
connected and partially-connected structures. In this figure, the
“Fully-connected structure” corresponds to the OMP algorithm
which is based on the spatial sparse precoding algorithm [8],
and “Partially-connected structure” represents the proposed
PHONE algorithm. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show that the
communication power practically remains flat, whereas the
computation power increases. Comparing the results in Fig.
2(a) and Fig. 2(b), the increment of computation power with
fully-connected structure is larger than the increment of com-
putation power with partially-connected structure. Moreover,
Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) indicate that the proposed PHONE
algorithm with the partially-connected structure outperforms
the OMP algorithm with the fully-connected structure due to
the saving of communication and computation power in multi-
user massive MIMO communication systems.
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Fig. 2. Computation and communication power with respect to the number of transmission antennas considering fully-connected
and partially-connected structures.
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Fig. 3(a). Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
energy efficiency with respect to the number of RF chains.

Fig. 3(a) depicts the energy efficiency with respect to
the number of RF chains. As can be observed, the energy
efficiency of the PHONE and OMP algorithms decreases
with the increase of the number of RF chains. Moreover, the
energy efficiency of the proposed PHONE algorithm is larger
compared to the OMP algorithm.

Fig. 3(b) illustrates the power saving ratio with respect to the
number of RF chains compared with the OMP algorithm with
fully-connected and partially-connected structures in massive
MIMO systems. Power saving is defined by the difference of
unit rate power consumption. The results in Fig. 3(b) show that
the power saving ratio of the PHONE algorithm increases with
a greater number of RF chains. For instance, when the number
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Fig. 3(b). Power saving ratio with respect to the number of RF
chains.

of RF chains is 14, the power saving ratio of massive MIMO
system is 76.59% and 38.38% compared to the OMP algorithm
adopting partially-connected and fully-connected structures,
respectively.

Fig. 4 describes the energy efficiency with respect to
the number of transmission antennas. When the computation
power is considered for massive MIMO systems, the energy
efficiency of the PHONE and OMP algorithms decreases with
increasing the number of transmission antennas. When the
number of transmit antennas is fixed, the energy efficiency of
the PHONE algorithm is larger than the energy efficiency of
OMP algorithms with fully-connected and partially-connected
structures in massive MIMO systems.
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Fig. 4. Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
energy efficiency with respect to the number of antennas.
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Fig. 5. Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
energy efficiency with respect to the number of users.

Fig. 5 shows the energy efficiency with respect to the
number of users. When the computation power is considered
for massive MIMO systems, the energy efficiency of the
PHONE and OMP algorithms decreases with increasing the
number of users. When the number of users is fixed, the
energy efficiency of the PHONE algorithm is larger than the
energy efficiency of OMP algorithms with fully-connected and
partially-connected structures in massive MIMO systems.

The spectral efficiency with respect to the number of RF
chains is analyzed in Fig. 6. When the computation power is
considered for massive MIMO systems, the spectral efficiency
of the PHONE algorithm with partially-connected structure
and the OMP algorithm with fully-connected structure in-
creases with increasing the number of RF chains. However,
the spectral efficiency of the OMP algorithm with partially-
connected structure decreases with increasing the number of
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Fig. 6. Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
spectral efficiency with respect to the number of RF chains.
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Fig. 7. Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
cost efficiency with respect to the number of RF chains.

RF chains. When the number of RF chains is fixed, the spectral
efficiency of the PHONE algorithm is less than the spectral
efficiency of OMP algorithm with fully-connected structure.
When the number of RF chains is less than or equal to 6, the
spectral efficiency of the PHONE algorithm is less than the
spectral efficiency of OMP algorithm with partially-connected
structure. When the number of RF chains is larger than 6, the
spectral efficiency of the PHONE algorithm is larger than the
spectral efficiency of OMP algorithm with partially-connected
structure.

The cost efficiency of multi-user massive MIMO commu-
nication systems, with respect to the number of RF chains, is
compared in Fig. 7. As can be observed, the cost efficiency of
the PHONE algorithm improves with the increasing number
of transmission antennas; whereas with OMP, it decreases
with the increasing number of transmission antennas. When
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Fig. 8. Comparing the PHONE and OMP algorithms in terms of
cost efficiency with respect to the number of antennas.

the number of RF chains is fixed, the cost efficiency of the
PHONE algorithm outperforms the OMP algorithms with fully
and partially connected structures. For instance, compared
with the fully and partially connected structures of OMP
algorithms, the maximum cost efficiency is improved by 6.78
and 17.97 times, respectively.

The cost efficiency with respect to the number of transmis-
sion antennas is compared in Fig. 8. The cost efficiency of
multi-user massive MIMO communication systems decreases
when the number of transmission antennas for PHONE and
OMP algorithms increases. When the number of transmission
antennas is fixed, the cost efficiency of the PHONE algorithm
is larger than the OMP algorithms with fully-connected and
partially-connected structures.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

With massive traffic processing, the computation power is
emerging as an important part of the energy consumption for
5G massive MIMO communication systems. When compu-
tation power is considered, the results of this paper reveal
that the energy efficiency of massive MIMO systems decreases
when the number of antennas and RF chains increases, which
is different than conventional energy efficiency analysis of
massive MIMO systems, i.e., only communication power is
considered. Faced with this challenge, an optimized solution
of energy efficiency that considers communication and com-
putation power is proposed for multi-user massive MIMO
communication systems with partially-connected structures.
First, an upper bound on energy efficiency of multi-user
massive MIMO communication systems is derived. Secondly,
the optimized baseband and RF precoding matrices are de-
rived to approach the upper bound on energy efficiency of
massive MIMO systems with partially-connected structures.
Furthermore, a PHONE algorithm is developed to optimize
the performance of multi-user massive MIMO communication
system with partially-connected structures. Numerical results

indicate that the proposed PHONE algorithm outperforms
the OMP algorithm in energy and cost efficiency and the
maximum power saving is achieved by 76.59% and 38.38%
for multi-user massive MIMO communication systems with
partially-connected and fully-connected structures, respective-
ly. In future work, we plan to explore the tradeoff between
the energy and cost efficiency for multi-user massive MIMO
communication systems with partially-connected structures.
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